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WELCOME TO 2020 – THE YEAR OF PERFECT VISION
On behalf of the Committee, we would like to welcome all our members and their
families to 2020. Once again, we look forward to a very busy year in our hobby, with
plenty of shows and functions to exhibit our birds and spend time with our fellow
members.
Our first show will be the 2020 Murphy Classic in March, where our Novice and
Intermediate have a massive opportunity to showcase their birds for all to see. The
months of May, June & July will be busy once again, with a plethora of shows and
auctions to keep us all interested and engaged. We finish in October with the annual
Interclub Nest Feather Show with the NEBS.
FEBRUARY MEETING - TUESDAY 4 FEBRUARY 2020
Start time is 8pm and we will be holding our Annual General Meeting in conjunction
with our normal monthly meeting.
As per our Constitution, half of the Committee automatically retire at the AGM and
their positions are up for election. The following positions are up for election:

Vice President

Secretary

Ring Officer

Publicity Officer

Social Representative

Two Committee Members.
We will also be electing our BCSA Delegates at the AGM. Previously our delegates
have been nominated as needed and their term of office has been open ended. As
you are aware our current delegates are Chris Murphy, Sue Adams and Ben Hale,
however we will require at least one additional delegate as each member club of the
BCSA can supply 4 delegates.
As such we have a great opportunity to promote some new thinking and ideas at our
Committee meetings, so the opportunity exists for interested members to nominate
and potentially be elected to the Committee.
Wayne Bandt has agreed to be part of our popular “member on the couch” session,
where we will explore Wayne’s introduction to our hobby, his favourite varieties, his
breeding ideas and concepts and many other topics.
The BSSA Club Championship winners for 2020 will be announced and awarded their
trophies.

MARCH MEETING – TUESDAY 3 MARCH 2020
Our guest speaker will be Kelwyn Kakoschke – a BSSA life member and ANBC Hall of
Fame Member, who will be talking on Dominant and Recessive Pieds, continuing our
monthly theme of examining the different varieties on the exhibition matrix.
Kelwyn has been a frequent winner with his Dominant Pieds, and along with the
Recessive Pied, these varieties are one of the more colourful varieties that new
members are attracted to when they first get bitten by the budgie bug.
Start time is 8pm, and all members are invited to come prepared with questions and
discussion points.
2020 MURPHY CLASSIC SHOW
FUTURE CHAMPIONS ( NOVICE & INTERMEDIATE) SHOW
SATURDAY 28 MARCH 2020
The Future Champions show will be open to all exhibitors within SA and will count for
status movement points, so this is a great opportunity to gain points to enable
members to gain promotion to either the Open or Intermediate level.
We will also provide the opportunity for all exhibitors including Open exhibitors to
enter birds into a sales class on the day. Depending on the numbers in this class, we
may well judge these birds to add some interest in this class.
Show schedules for this event are available from any member of the Committee or can
be downloaded from the BSSA website www.bssainc.org.au
If this show is cancelled under our Heat Policy (forecast of 32 or higher), the show will
be held on 18 April – your entries will automatically carry over.
Murphy Classic Intermediate & Novice Show Sponsored Varieties:
To help assist with the ongoing costs of our shows, we are hopeful our Open members
will come on board and support this show by sponsoring the trophy for a variety of
their choosing. To date the following members have committed for 2020:
Mike Crossley – Green
J & W Weidenhofer – Australian Yellowface Blue
Wayne Bandt – Albino
Sue Adams – Clearbody
Chris Murphy – Lacewing
Paul Soul – Dominant Pied
M & K Murphy – Recessive Pied
Shiralee Reardon – Crested.








BSSA 2020 SHOW DATES
Murphy Classic Intermediate & Novice Show – Saturday 28 March 2020 with a
reserve date – April 18.
Stan Watson Breeders Show – Saturday 2 May 2020 (change for 2020)
Logan Shield – Sunday 17th May 2020
ANBC Show in Victoria (Bendigo) – Saturday & Sunday 23-24May 2020
Ron Norman Annual Show & Brasea – Saturday 13 June 2020
Interclub Nest Feather Show – Saturday 24 October 2020. North East are the
host club in 2020.

Pleased note the date change in our Breeders Show. Following a significant number
of comments about the show being too late (in July for the past few years), and also
being at the end of a long showing season, the Committee have moved the show to
an early May date. There are pros and cons to the decision. Yes it’s before the ANBC,
when the young birds should be shown, but there is a solid argument that early May
is still too early for the birds to be in a “good Show condition”. Either way, the date is
in play and the entries and conditioning of the birds will need to be monitored over
the next few years to measure this date as being the best option.
2020 RINGS – GREEN
The 2020 rings were issued on 15 December in line with ANBC rules. Members who
have paid for postage should have received their rings already. Otherwise, pre
ordered rings will be available from our Ring Officer (Wayne Bandt) at our monthly
club meetings.
As you can see from the chart below, the ordering of rings is becoming very specific
and members need to plan in advance.
As Clubs make zero profit on ring sales, we cannot afford to order excess rings in the
hope that we will sell them. So the onus is on our members to order sufficient rings
to cover all their requirements. Any uncoded rings that are unused are able to be
resold to other members – you just need to let the Ring Officer know the numbers for
record keeping purposes.
Brasea Challenge certificate competition results 2019
Clearwing:
Crest:
Marie and Kerry Murphy
3*
Doug and Ruth Lange
Marcus Strudwicke
1
Trevor Russell
Vicki Sanford
1
Kakoschke and Rice
John Mulley
2
Ian Jenke
Kakoschke and Rice
1
Shiralee Reardon

1
3*
2
2
2

ANBC COUNCIL CHATTER

18 December 2019
Welcome to the Festive season and my final comments for another year.
Firstly; Our sincere thanks must go to our major sponsor Mars Birdcare Australia via
Simon Jenkins for their continuing ongoing support of our National Show now a for at
least the previous twenty to thirty years that I know of. It is terrific to have such
reliable support every year.
Everything seemed to work at the A.N.B.C. Inc. National Show hosted by South
Queensland Budgerigar Breeders Association in Brisbane this year. There were some
changes to the format which I did not agree with but in the main a very successful
event. So Congratulations to their team of volunteers, and all personal who assisted
contributed to this Show / weekend. I am sure it was enjoyed by all present, with
some lovely Budgerigar exhibits on display to be admired. Containerization of our
equipment for the staging of the National Competition, for a second year went very
smoothly thanks to Dave Ganzer. A larger holding area of seven birds per cage to
alleviate crowding and less stress in the birds worked very well.. Dave Ganzer is also in
conversation with the committee of the B.C.V. Inc. to arrange freight movement for
2020 National Competition in Bendigo Victoria in May.
I would like to thank Neale Love on his year as President and his input to the hobby
and now welcome Colin Flanagan to the position for now and the remainder of 2019 /
2020. Also with plenty of positive input.
On a positive input note Western Australian Budgerigar Council Inc. are looking at
venues and feeling more positive towards their hosting of the National event in 2022.
Keeping our fingers crossed and I am sure offering all the positive help input they
require to make the tradition continue.
ELECTRONIC MEDIA.
There was a meeting conducted in November on this program by a few dedicated
people as to the enhancement of the A.N.B.C.Inc. Following on from discussions at
the Delegates meeting in Brisbane. Ideas have been put out and hopefully when
comment comes back a more advanced approach to the hobby can be achieved.
Most personal from all zones seem to be adapting to this format of advancing
information, and making decisions in a timely manner. As I am repeating from last
year it is expensive to renew the program each year just for one or two meetings.
Thought maybe considered as to skype. Cost $686.40.
PHOTOS & STANDARD.
Rod Turnbull’s standard photos of most varieties are now on the website.. As with the

Standard, Mr. Peter Glassenbury (Colour & Standards) has also adde comments as to
each variety. The Standard is now on the web and is the updated current copy. This is
still ongoing.
Also a large thank you to Dale Cameron for his lovely photos at the Brisbane Show,
which were made available to member bodies of the A.N.B.C.Inc. if they so wished.
Under copyright of the A.N.B.C.Inc.
On a lesser note I have had comment back to the negative as to this aspect of the
standard pictures and explanations. I would like to add that it is very easy to sit back
do nothing for months no input and then criticize just because you can. If your so
smart offer a comment and help in a constructive manner, as you are probably more
learned a than those that are prepared to commit. Good club man in the back stalls.
NATIONAL STANDARD PRINTS.
Left this in as I can source if required.
MOTIONS FOR COLOUR & STANDARDS.
Again I believe all motions relating to this sub- committee are now overdue so if any
zones have anything they wish to bring to their attention please do so post haste.
Forward to Mr. Peter Glassenbury.
The survey conducted on FLECKING was returned by all Judge and with some
aggressive input by a zones delegate the penalty and disqualification clause was
agreed with no changes and comes into force in January 2020 . Thank you.
WEB SITE.
Peter Thurn has updated the web site and ongoing maintenance of it is still
happening. I thank Peter for his ongoing work on this site and hope he continues.
Positive improvements are still being worked on. The site is HTTP://anbc.iinet.au
THE BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF VICTORIA Inc.
Hosting of the 2020, 46th.A.N.B.C. National Championships. By the BUDGERIGAR
COUNCIL OF VICTORIA in BENDIGO.
The planning for the release of the registration paper work accommodation bookings,
etc. is currently being processed. Look out for it and start planning your trip in May
2020. Bendigo is a lovely vibrant provincial city, which I am sure you will all enjoy.
I should be able to release the appointed Judges names to everyone on the agreed
date, the first of January 2020. Upon confirmation of the B.C.V.s invitees.
ZONE TEAMS FREIGHTING.
For all teams other than the host zone we have decided to reimburse 50% of their
freight costs. This went extremely well this year, so I hope it alleviated a bit of the

financial pain on the smaller not so financial Zones.
AUSTRALIAN WHITE CAP VARIETY.
A very strong class of Budgerigars coming into their second year as the exhibition
class.
With no exhibitor status points added to the results of the competition. There were
a few comments as to body colour but as it is a variety still in its infancy please give it
time. They are a very strong budgerigar in their own right.
A.N.B.C.Inc MOTIONS.
Can you all please try to have any notices of motion in to me by the 31st. February at
the latest to allow me to convey them to all Zones management in time for them to
address and advise their Delegates of their decisions and how to vote.
I would remind you all that motions of significant importance carry a mandatory 5
year moratorium on representation after they have been rejected. If it is put up a
second time the 5 years automatically restarts from that year and is rejected again. A
total waste of time. By the way I have one. Must have plenty of carbon paper.
If I have forgotten anything please accept my apology as it has been a full on eventful
year. But relatively quiet.
LEG RINGS 2020.
All ring orders have arrived in Australia including a few second orders for the current
year. A great result and great response from the manufacturer. Very good quality
and efficient service. Quantity at this time around 161,000.
This is the completition of the second year of my fixed price contract with them and
early in the new year I will again enter into discussions with them as to a new
contract hopefully with a two year good out come for you all.
The only downside is the stupid bank with try as hard as they may cannot upset me
or my payment methods, and all good I won. Mostly everyone happy.
Rings for 2020 with the return of the code as gazetted (although a little small, and
will change again next year) should now be in the mail for your availability to ring
birds by the first week of January 2020.
My thanks to all who have helped me in this position this year. It is greatly
appreciated and nice to know I have a couple of backups.
As I have said before there are no secrets here so if you wish to know anything or
advance information for every ones benefit feel free to do so.
Wishing you all a great breeding season and a good grow out to full plumage period.
Making it a great highly competitive National Show in May 2020.

Correspondence - Judges ANBC National Competition
From: Leigh Downey A.N.B.C. Inc. Secretary / Treasurer.
Sent: Wednesday, 1 January 2020 7:09 AM
Subject: NEW YEAR
Good morning all.
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
While moving into the New Year I think we should reflect on the fire situation and wish
everyone affected all the best for a positive outcome with the least amount of damage.
I know there are some of our member who are directly affected by this terrible
situation and I hope they all come through unscathed.
Moving into the New Year as is the custom I have the very enjoyable task of
announcing to all the four Judges Invited to officiate at the next National Competition
2020.
Hosted by The Budgerigar Council of Victoria in the Gold Rush Historic City of Bendigo.
A lovely place to spend a few days.
The Judges for the 46th. A.N.B.C.Inc. SHOW ;
Maarten Heylen. Belgium.
Jim Fletcher.
Tasmania.
James Bader.
Victoria.
Peter Thurn.
Victoria.
Congratulations to these gentlemen on their appointment and I look forward to seeing
the best of the best in budgerigars giving them some challenging decisions to be made.
I am sure they will enjoy the weekend there.
Please make sure this is distributed to all sections of your zone so everyone is aware of
the appointments.
On another note can you all please assess your zones desires to put any motions
towards the enhancement of the National body to me by the end of February so I can
distribute them to all zones for their assessment prior to the Delegates meeting in
May.
If there are any Zones nominations for Hall of Fame Status I need those in the next
week or so, so the executive can assess the application. ( Please read the By-laws as to
compliance)
Thank you.
Regards
Leigh A Downey - A.N.B.C.Inc. Secretary / Treasurer.

Latest on Budgerigar importation as at 20/12/19
Nigel Tonkin
Post entry quarantine facility
Construction of the new Post Entry Quarantine (PEQ) facility in Mickleham, Victoria
has been completed.
Australia’s post entry quarantine operations have been consolidated, and all imported
animals and plants now complete their post entry quarantine at the new facility.
Reservations
You can make an online reservation for cats, dogs, horses, birds and plants at the
PEQ facility in Mickleham, Victoria.

Find out more about Australian Post Entry Quarantine Facilities.
The online reservation service allows you to:







create a new post entry quarantine reservation
confirm the details of your existing reservation
update your reservation
check the status of your reservation
stay informed as your animal or plant progresses through post entry quarantine.
Please ensure you understand the entire process for importing before making a
booking. For more information, visit:
Bringing cats and dogs to Australia
Importing live plants into Australia
Importing live animals and reproductive material.
Not all live animals and reproductive materials are permitted to be imported into
Australia; the pest or disease risks associated with their importation may be
considered too great.
The links below provide the import conditions and quarantine requirements for pet
animals that currently can be imported into Australia.
Birds – Selected species from New Zealand only
Cats – import via approved countries only
Dogs – import via approved countries only
Horses – approved countries only
Rabbits – New Zealand only

The importance of Fertility
by Terry Tuxford
The hobby of breeding exhibition Budgerigars is a serious pastime which most
successful fanciers treat as such. Unlike many of the activities that people do in their
free time, it is not a pursuit which lends itself to being dropped and restarted as and
when you feel like it. This perhaps is one of the main reasons why we are not
attracting newcomers to the hobby. These days, people are looking to diversify during
their leisure hours and they also enjoy weekends away and do not wish to be tied with
livestock responsibilities.
For those already dedicated to the hobby, it becomes a part of your life style; any loss
of enthusiasm is rekindled with a renewed surge of passion which is aroused prior to
each breeding and show season. This supports a continuity of interest which is often
maintained for life.
If this life-time involvement could be predicted at the outset it would seem sensible to
plan for the long term successes rather than quick wins which become difficult to
sustain.This includes not only selecting breeding pairs for show potential in their
offspring but also other family traits including fertility and egg production.
I just wonder what the response would be if we asked a cross section of breeders
whether they considered family fertility or the egg production of a hen when selecting
their breeding pairs. My guess would be - not many. An honest response would
probably
be something like, "No, we do not take any account of fertility or egg laying.
Sometimes a hen has a bad breeding season but the next turns out to be a good one."
However, it is easy to understand why fanciers do not give fertility the focus which it
deserves to ensure the future of their stud. In the early years their stock proved to
breed freely and a good number of young produced and there was no need to
consider fertility. But much of this reproductive success may have been the result of
hybrid vigour brought about by continuous outcrossing but as soon as a systematic
breeding programme commences, infertility manifests itself.
.
Focus on Appearance
The problem is that we all focus on the quality of the birds in question; their
appearance and their family background. But in truth, a family of birds having poor
fertility will eventually die out. Therefore it makes good sense to consider the fertility
of a whole family of birds when making pairing decisions. What should further
influence our decision is that faults in both egg production and fertility appear to be
dominant and should be treated as such, and if this is overlooked it could eventually
result in devastation for the breeders concerned.

So, when selecting breeding pairs, you should take into account the productivity of the
hen and fecundity of the cock and also the fertility of the family. You should strive to
get these good points into the stock; otherwise, if birds are put together lacking in
productivity and fertility it should not be any great surprise when few youngsters are
bred.
There are definitely good breeding lines as well as bad ones. This is a matter well worth
watching, especially with line bred and in-bred stock and so when considering
inbreeding and line breeding one of the serious issues must be the fertility of one or
both lines being used.
If any pairing, according to past records, gives an indication that they may possibly
reproduce these bad traits they ought not to be brought together. When pairs are
discovered which show poor breeding results they should be completely discarded or
outcrossed.
The aim should be to produce a stud consisting of only prolific layers which have been
bred over the years especially for egg productivity. Hens that are unable to lay more
than one or two eggs in each clutch cannot be expected to produce youngsters that
are any better in this respect. Whatever the other qualities of a breeding hen it should
be discarded if it does not prove satisfactory in the breeding cage. It is useless to
persevere with any hen that lays
one or two eggs or a cock bird which only fertilises an odd egg here and there.

*******
Using a super cock
How would you go about making the best use of a super cock in the breeding cage?
Here are some ideas to consider.
Having obtained an outstanding cock bird the starting point is to study your stock and
consider how best to implant its qualities into your stud. By its appearance you should
be able to assess its outstanding visual features and any visual faults. It would also be
extremely useful to have some background pedigree information on the bird as well.
The key thing you would be looking for is to see that the bird is from a successful line
bred stud and not just a flash in the pan.
Assuming everything falls into place, choosing the right hen is very important. The key
to this selection is ensuring that both birds do not carry similar weaknesses and that
any failings on one side should be counterbalanced on the other.

With the introduction of this super bird you have the ideal opportunity to embark on
a programme of line breeding. This decision should not be taken lightly and it is
essential that accurate and comprehensive records are maintained of pairings, their
results and the traits of the offspring.
The fastest way to get a line going is to run your outstanding cock with more than
one hen in a season and three seems to be a manageable number.
There are several methods which can be used. The parallel method is to run the cock
in turn daily with the hens, let them lay their eggs and then put the eggs under pairs
of fosters. This can be carried out in the period that approximates to a normal round
of chicks and can be continued for a second and even third round. Alternatively the
serial method would be to pair the cock with one hen, let her lay and then foster out
the eggs. The cock can then be paired to a second hen, again she lays eggs which are
fostered. Finally, a third hen is employed with whom he stays to rear chicks.
Much of the success of these practices is dependant on the character of the cock bird
and his ability to retain breeding fitness and to fill eggs. There is also a large reliance
on having fosters available to take his eggs.
If either of these procedures is successful, it will be seen that you will
have a good number of birds carrying the blood of the cock.
You now have two options open to you.
METHOD ONE - INTERNAL OUTCROSSING
For the second breeding season select the best birds from your original pairings and
outcross them to the best of your stock not related to the original cock. Should you
have bred really good chicks from the cock paired to one of the original hens, there is
an option to pair them together again in the second season.
By the end of the second season you will have a number of birds related to the
original cock but none carrying blood on both sides of their pedigree and no
inbreeding has yet taken place, although some good birds should have been bred.
When planning for the third breeding season it is essential to use the best birds you
have bred that originated from the good cock bird. Your pairing selection should
solely aim at only pairing grandchildren from the good cock which will be those with
one dose of the cock's blood. On no account should the original hens be included in
the pairings.
At the end of the third breeding season every bird bred will have two doses of the

original cock, with other blood from your original hens. Your birds must now be
carefully assessed and only the best progeny kept.
Using this method the results from your third season should have produced some real
quality in a number of nests. The good points from the original cock will have doubled
up and through your selection many of the faults should have been significantly
reduced.
From now on you can start to pair best to best from across the new family (line) you
have created.
Further progress can be made by the occasional careful use of an outcross but these
outcrosses must be chosen carefully. The method used for these will be exactly the
same as described here.
METHOD TWO - INSTANT LINE-BREEDING
In the second season this method requires you to cross-mate the offspring from each
hen to the offspring of the other hens. Mate the best cock to the most suitable hen
and then select the second best cock and find the most suitable hen for it. Continue
this procedure until all of the birds you wished to use had been paired up. Physical
appearance will be the basis for selecting each pair. In this way one can line breed the
best to form a strain.
Each of the above methods has been proven. Here are a few observations that may
help you to decide.
Method One Advantages

Pair selection is not too close and there is less chance of other undesirable traits
such as poor fertility creeping in.

It is a quick method of spreading the influence of the good cock across your
stud.

Only requires the good cock for one season which gives you an opportunity to
recoup some of your investment.
Method Two Advantages

It takes two seasons to establish the line - method I takes three seasons.

If it fails - and it can - you have only lost two seasons and still have the
remainder of your stud intact.

Only requires the good cock for one season which gives you an opportunity to
recoup some of your investment.

MAGILL GRAIN STORE
( JOHN & TONY WALLIS )
574 Magill Road Magill SA 5072

STOCK FOODS
POULTRY & HORSE REQUISITES
TOP QUALITY BIRD SEEDS
White French Millet 20kg
Plain Canary 20kg
Jap Millet 20kg
Fisher Mix 20kg
Magill Budgie Mix 20kg
(Please phone for a price)

PHONE : (08) 8331 8159

BSSA Hall of Fame - ANBC Class Winners
K & J Kakoschke - 22 Wins
Normal Green - 1980,1984
Normal Blue - 1980,1984
Red Eye Self - 1977,1979,1983,1984,1986
Clearwing - 1980
Cinnamonwing - 1981,1993
Opaline - 1986
Fallow - 1982,1986
Lacewing - 1986
Dominant Pied - 1980,1982,1986
Yellow Face - 1984
Hens - 1977,1982
Kakoschke & Rice - 12Wins
Normal Green - 2005
Clearwing - 2005,2010, 2015, 2016
Opaline - 2011, 2019
Opaline AOSV - 2010, 2015
Crested - 2003, 2005
Grey Green - 2016
Wayne Weidenhofer - 6 Wins
Yellow Face - 1977,1978,1979,1980
Clearbody - 2015, 2018
Geoff Smith - 5 Wins
Opaline - 1984
Dominant Pied - 1981,1983,1984,1985
Deane Trevellion - 3 Wins
Clearwing - 1981
Greywing - 1983
Fallow - 1985

G & E Duffield - 2 Wins
Black eye - 1975
Clearwing - 1994
Nigel Tonkin - 2 Wins
Spangle - 1993
Hens - 1988
R Arnold - 1 Win
Normal Blue - 1977
B Coventry - 1 Win
Dominant Pied - 1977

Lynn Ray - 1 Win
Dominant Pied - 1990
Ron Norman - 1 Win
Hens - 1996
Mike Crossley - 1 Win
Yellow Face - 2002 *
Peter Simic - 1 Win
Recessive Pied - 2010
D Lomman - 1 Win
Violet - 2014

R & E Deslandes - 1 Win
Greywing - 1980
Graham Evans - 1 Win
Normal Green - 1981
Alan Kett - 1 Win
Normal Blue - 1981
Stan Watson - 1 Win
Hens - 1981
Malcolm Aspen - 1 Win
Opaline - 1985
Marie & Kerry Murphy - 1 Win
Spangle - 1989

Peter Glassenbury - 3 Wins
Blackeye - 1980,1992,2009*
Ethel Dobie - 2 Wins
Lutino - 1975
Dominant Pied - 1975

Gordon Lowe - 2 Wins
Opaline - 1979
Yellow face - 1983

Note: Both Geoff Smith and
W Weidenhoffer would be ANBC
Hall of Fame members, however
ANBC bylaws only count wins
Since 1983 when all seven
states decame full members
And participants.

*Indicates a past or current BSSA
member who did not enter with
the BSSA team for Logan Shield
pre selection event.

B.S.S.A. CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS SCORING SYSTEM
February to November (Monthly Meetings)
1st = 3 points, 2nd = 2 points, 3rd = 1 point
Bird of the Night = 3 points
Annual, Breeders, Novice, Murphy Classic and Unbroken Cap Shows
Each Class
1st = 3 points, 2nd = 2 points, 3rd = 1 point

OPEN

INTERMEDIATE

J & W WEIDENHOFER

150

Paul SOUL

194

J MULLEY*

140

K & J HARRIS

75

M & K MURPHY

109

Vicki SANFORD*

35

G ENGLAND & SONS

78

Tracy HASKELL

54

Wayne BANDT

46

Dennis LOMMAN

46

HOLMES FAMILY*

42

Ian JENKE

57

Sue ADAMS

29

Phillip KIRKPATRICK

40

Diana TREVARTHEN

19

Marcus STRUDWICKE*

32

Ian MARSHALL*

18

Jonathon TRUBSHAW

28

Michael CROSSLEY

16

Graham MCALLUM*

26

L & H EDWARDS*

14

Paul WILTON

22

Chris MURPHY

12

Geoff POYNER

17

Shiralee REARDON*

7

Michael SMITH

13

NOVICE
Michael SLOPER

143

* NEBS member

LIFE MEMBERS CONT 2001: Mr. C Murphy; 2004: Mr. K Murphy, Mrs. M Murphy
2008: Mr J Fisher; 2012 Mr K Wing.

